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PHAEDRA THEFFO FINALLY READY TO POINT AT GOOD RESULTS AGAIN IN THE 125 SPORT CLASS

After the improvements made on last April 27th at Varano, Phaedra Theffo is ready to face
three races in June, the first on June 1st, once again at Varano.
On last April 27th, Lulù participated in a round of the “Motoestate” trophy –also valid for the “Centauro” trophyand classified herself at the 15th place, after many improvements from the last races. After the race she said:
“This time I'm really satisfied about the whole weekend. My goal was to make the laptimes I made in 2005 and
at the end I even improved these. After a quite negative start of the season, or we could say, after two
negative seasons in the 125GP class, it was finally time to have fun! Of course I have to get even better
results, but I know I can make it and I'm confident. I feel as if I was born once again, finally. Already from the
first practice sessions I noticed I was improving a lot and then during the race I went on lowering my laptimes. I
overtook many riders and I even made my fastest lap as I was quite exhausted and even made some errors.
So I don't think it would be difficult to improve even more. I would like to thank my mechanics for the great bike
and I also would like to thank myself for having started to ride in a decent way again”.
The French-Belgian rider living in Pesaro, Italy, is therefore really enthusiast to make her next race, on June
1st, right on the Varano track. It will be another round of the “Motoestate” trophy that will allow her to
strengthen her “rebirth” and get ready to face all the other circuits with the same determination:
“I’m really happy. I really wanted to make another race at Varano, as it will allow me to start from where I let it
in April and thus go on improving my rhythm and having un. It’s a great occasion to confirm this trust I found
again, than I will be ready to improve even more in any other track. I’m really enthusiast, there really are no
words to describe how I’m feeling in this moment. My head is already in the middle of the corners of the
Varano track and I can’t wait to start making the first practice sessions. I would like to thank my mechanic,
Luca, from the bottom of my heart, without him I would have been forced to stay at home as this race was not
scheduled by the team. I will make my best not to disappoint him, neither to disappoint myself, and to improve
as much as possible”.
Two other races are scheduled in June: the first one on June 15th at Misano for the third round of the
“Mototemporada” trophy, and the second one on June 22nd at Vallelunga for the “Centauro” trophy (there will
also be the “Coppa Italia”). In both these occasions, all the Team Pit Lane riders racing in the 125 Sport
category will be present: Emanuele Zannini, Luca Quaresima, Matteo Piffer, Lorenzo Garofoli, and of course
Phaedra Theffo.
And now, the thank-you part: “I really have a good feeling with the team, the atmosphere between all members
is excellent and the bikes are very fast, I couldn’t ask for anything better. Therefore I would like to thank the
whole Team Pit Lane for their professionalism, patience and availability. I would also like to thank my
sponsors: Vemar, Diadora, Look At, Optik Center, Artefatta, CR Srl Cuscinetti a Rulli, Unilame Sarl, the
Agency “Impronte” and Tucano Urbano. Of course a special thank goes to the Lucky Racing Team, managing
all this for me”.
For further information: info@phaedratheffo.it - www.phaedratheffo.it (website created by Artefatta)

